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BEST BET R2 15:32

Sin Rap Beast Blue D

T: Shaun Parnis
$2.0

The Hound Says: Can show the early speed to
lead. Will be hard to beat if finds the front early.
Good chance.

NEXT BEST R10 18:12

Me Me
Celebrity

Black
B

T: David Smith
The Hound Says: Can show good early speed
when nails the jump. Has the ability to run quick
times over this trip. Chance if steps well.

QUADDIE

Race 5 - 8, 4 
Race 6 - 2, 4 
Race 7 - 2, 3, 8 
Race 8 - 4, 7 

$20 for 83.33%

R1 GBOTA WELCOME MAIDEN Maiden 340m 15:14

Tough race to gauge with half the field on debut.
With those who have started shown little the
debutant may be the way to go. WAR PORT (1)
nicely bred, in good hands and well boxed.
Respect. SWIFT ETHICS (8) sure to be well
educated on track. Jump vital from the wide draw
ASTON RINGGIT (5) and INVITATIONS ONLY (5)
keep safe, watch for betting moves
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R2 LADBROKE IT! MAIDEN Maiden 400m 15:32

SIN RAP BEAST (5) can show the early speed to
lead. Will be hard to beat if finds the front early.
Good chance. GALILEO EXPRESS (1) not the
quickest early but should be suited up in distance
and does look well boxed. Each way. PHOENIX
MOON (3) 3rd in an average time last start over
this trip. Can run a touch quicker, each way
chance.
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R3 LADBROKES COMMUNITIES 5th Grade 340m 15:49

EAGLE EXPRESS (2) not raced since Oct last year
but looks set for return having clocked a quick
19.24 over this trip in a recent trial. Good chance
if runs up to that time. SHINKANSEN (6) won
nicely last start over this trip running time of
19.36. Chance if jumps well. ANGELO (8) better
from inside. Will need to ping and cross in front
early.
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R4 LADBROKES ODDS SURGE 4th/5th Grade 340m 16:04

EXPRESS ETHICS (1) pay to forgive last start here
at Bulli. Should get a nice run from the rails
today. Chance if jumps well. WOOLGOOLGA LASS
(4) speedy chaser who has won 7 from 16 over
this trip. Can lead and pinch it out in front. REBEL
GARTH (2) has ability to run a nice race if steps
well and finds room to move early. Each way
chance.
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R5 GCNSW MASTERS M3 400m 16:24

CUMBRIA MAL (8) not the quickest early but does
have the strength and ability to run a big race.
Chance if finds clear running down the outside
early. RUST BUCKET (4) can show the early speed
to lead. Can pinch it if comes out running.
CUMBRIA DAVE (2) like brother Mal should be
running on with a clean run. Can show up, each
way chance.
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R6 LADBROKES BULLI BATTLERS 5th Grade 400m 16:44

DARK AS DAWN (2) can show early speed for this
calibre of race if jumps well. That may be enough
to win, chance if comes out running. TOPPER
TSZYU (4) has the strength and ability to show up
but can be touch risky. Chance if produces best.
SPEEDY FLASH TWO (1) can show up if out jumps
Dawn and holds the inside running early.
Chance.
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R7 TLE ELECTRICAL WOLLONGONG 5th Grade 400m 17:02

LUCKY WINNER (2) won nicely two back over this
trip clocking time of 22.57. Chance if can produce
that run today. ORSON EYES (3) touch risky but
does have the ability to show up if comes out
running. EXCLUSIVE WAVE (8) would have the
most ability in this race but has been off for
sometime and can be risky in racing. Chance if
produces best.
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R8 LADBROKES HUB 0-2 WIN FINAL 0-2 Wins F Mixed 472m 17:27

The two winners of the heats look the top two
amongst an even bunch behind. FIGHTING
PRINCE (4) and RUINATION (7) look the ones to
beat coming off nice heat wins. Not much
between the two. GOLDEN BLEND (2) can run a
cheeky race if can claim the lead early. Each way
at odds. BRADSHAW (1) can run on with a clean
run. Rough chance.
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R9 LADBROKES SAME RACE MULTI 5th Grade 472m 17:52

WALLY WOMBAT (8) nicely boxed from the
outside. Should be suited up to the 472m trip,
chance if jumps well MARIO WAVE (6) only
missed the podium twice in 16 starts. Can win
today if nails the jump and crosses clean early
SHIMA BRIDE (4) likes to use the track in running
so jump is vital. Shown speed over longer in
latest. May be suited back in trip
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R10 LADBROKES BLACKBOOK 4th/5th Grade 400m 18:12

ME ME CELEBRITY (1) can show good early speed
when nails the jump. Has the ability to run quick
times over this trip. Chance if steps well.
DOONSIDE LEWIS (4) has clocked a fast 22.23
over this course and distance. That time would
be hard to beat, chance. MIDNIGHT MACK (3) has
speed and ability but can be touch risky early.
Chance if produces best.
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R11 LADBROKES FAST WITHDRAWALS 5th Grade 400m 18:32

GOZO KING (7) can improve on time of 22.68
clocked over this trip last start if finds clear room
to move early. Has ability to run fast times,
chance. CLASSIC MOVE (8) has clocked a fast
22.33 over this trip. Looks suited by the wide
draw, can win. NOT SO SILENT (2) should find a
nice run from the inside draw. Not strong, place
preferred.
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